
Droids D6 / Third-Generation Dark Trooper

Name: Third-Generation Dark Trooper

Creator: Dark trooper program

Product line: Dark trooper

Class: Battle droid

Degree: Fourth class droid

Sensor color: Red

Plating color: Black and silver

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster 6D

        Brawling parry 4D

        Dodge 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 1D

        Tactics 3D

PERCEPTION: 1D

        Search 4D

STRENGTH: 6D

MECHANICAL: 1D

TECHNICAL: 2D

Equipped With:

        Humanoid Body (2 Arms, 2 Legs, Head)

        2 Photoreceptors (Human Range + Infrared vision)

        2 Audio Sensors (Human Range)

        Vocoder (Basic Speech System)

        Comlink (Encrypted Short Range system used for reporting and receiving commands)

        Armored chassis (+2D to resist Physical Damage , +1D to resist Energy Damage)

        Rocket boosters (2): Allows Fliight (Move 50)

Carrying:

        Blaster Rifle (5D)

Move: 11

Description: A model of third-generation dark trooper combat droid was used by the Imperial remnant of

Moff Gideon. The black and silver-plated droids were humanoid in shape and featured a pair of red

photoreceptors. A platoon of third-generation dark troopers were held in a cargo bay of Gideon's light

cruiser in cold storage. After a skirmish on Nevarro caused the destruction of an Imperial base, a comms

officer reported to Moff Gideon, who was overseeing rows of deactivated dark troopers with a group of

scientists, that a homing beacon was installed on the Razor Crest. After tracking the Razor Crest to



Tython, Gideon had four dark troopers deployed to the planet's surface to kidnap a Force-sensitive alien

child known as Grogu from his guardian, the Mandalorian Din Djarin. The droids succeeded and returned

to Gideon's light cruiser with the youngling. While rescuing his foundling, Djarin destroyed one of the

droids by piercing the droid's unarmored neck with a beskar staff. The remainder were subsequently

blown out of the airlock and into space, but returned to the cruiser and almost managed to re-take it

single-handedly. Mere seconds before they were able to breach the bridge blast doors, however, the Jedi

Master Luke Skywalker arrived and destroyed them all.

Dark troopers were equipped with two rocket boosters, one in each foot. Dark trooper armor was capable

of withstanding blaster fire, several seconds of exposure to a flamethrower, and several strikes from

whistling birds, but were still vulnerable to lightsaber strikes, allowing the Jedi Luke Skywalker to destroy

an entire platoon with his lightsaber with relative ease. Dark troopers also had extreme strength. A single

dark trooper was able to pry open the doors to its containment area and could easily pick up Din Djarin

and throw him. Two dark troopers were able to work together to severely damage a set of blast doors

through repeated strikes, and a single dark trooper was capable of severely damaging a wall of Gideon's

light cruiser by repeatedly striking Djarin's beskar helmet, but was unable to cave-in the helmet itself.

Dark troopers were also capable of functioning in the vacuum of space. 
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